
Top 5 Tips For Choosing  
A Good Contractor

1.  INSURANCE 
Ask to see the company’s Certificate of Insurance (COI). At a minimum they should have general  
liability, workers comp (if they have employees), and auto insurance.  
 
It is in your best interest to choose a contractor who is properly insured. If you hire an uninsured or  
underinsured contractor and something goes wrong, you as the homeowner will ultimately be liable 
instead of the company you hired.  
 
It is expensive to be a properly insured company. Know that this expense means these companies  
may not give you the lowest bid or rate. 

2.  LICENSES 
Is the company licensed to do the work you’d like done? Licensing requirements vary depending on the  
municipality. Some municipalities only require a general business license to do business in that municipality  
and to pull permits if necessary, while others require specialty licenses (General Contractor, Fencing, Electrical,  
etc). A licensed company will also be an insured company as insurance is usually required to obtain a license. 

3.  MARKED VEHICLES 
Pay attention to the type of vehicle the contractor shows up in. Is it a marked company vehicle or  
a vehicle with a small magnetic sign? Is it a personal vehicle? Is the vehicle well maintained? The vehicle  
condition and if it is properly marked will tell you a lot about how the company operates.

4.  COMMUNICATION  
Look for communication red flags when in the estimate phase. How long does it take them to get you  
an estimate? Know that it could take longer than you expect for various reason so ask for a timeframe.  
If the company says 1 week and you still don’t have an estimate or communication from the contractor as  
to why it’s taking longer than expected, that’s a red flag. If the contractor is keeping you in the loop, that’s  
a good indication your project would be handled in the same manner.

5.  RESEARCH THE COMPANY 
Google them. Check out their social media pages. What do their past customers say? If you do see  
negative reviews, can you tell if the company tried to resolve the issue? Many public forums allow the  
company to address issues with unsatisfied customers. Remember that sometimes things happen.  
What the company does to resolve the issue shows their true colors. 

Choosing the wrong contractor can quickly turn your home improvement dream into a nightmare. 
It can be hard to tell the good contractors from the bad ones. Use our tips to help navigate the 
often uncertain terrain of the construction world. Ultimately go with your gut and pay attention  
to any red flags.

The HandyVets team hopes this list helps you choose  
the best contractor for your needs. If we can be of help,  
please call us at 314-392-0853.


